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Four-Year Course Plan
Year 1: Freshman
Fall

Winter

Spring

HC 221: Arts & Letters (4 cr)2

HC 222: Arts & Letters (4 cr)

HC 207/209: Science (4 cr)3

Second language 101 (5 cr)

Second language 102 (5 cr)

Second language 103 (5 cr)

MATH 105 (or above) (4 cr)4

Elective math/science (4 cr)

HC 199: CHIP (1 cr)5
Year 2: Sophomore
Fall

Winter

Spring

HC 231: Social Science (4 cr)

HC 232: Social Science (4 cr)

HC 223/233: Research (4 cr)6

Second language 201 (4 cr)

Second language 202 (4 cr)

Second language 203 (4 cr) 7
HC 408: Thesis Orientation (1 cr)8

Elective math/science (4 cr)
Year 3: Junior
Fall

HC 421: A&L Colloquium9 (4 cr)

Winter

HC 431: Soc. Sci. Colloquium (4 cr)

Spring

HC 477: Thesis Prospectus (2 cr)10

Year 4: Senior
Fall

HC 441: Sci. Colloquium (4 cr)

Winter

HC 4XX: Elective Colloquium (4 cr)

Spring

HC 4XX: Elective Colloquium (4 cr)
Thesis Defense (0 cr)

1

The Clark Honors College is not a major. Students who follow the CHC curriculum fulfill all of the UO general education requirements. Please note that all CHC
requirements must be taken for a letter grade, unless P/NP is the only option. Only courses with grades of C- or higher can fulfill CHC requirements.
2 The HC 200-level Arts & Letters sequence can also be taken during the second year of study (which means that the Social Science sequence would be taken
during the first year of study instead). Visit https://honors.uoregon.edu/200-level-arts-letters-and-social-science-course-requirements for details.
3 Visit https://honors.uoregon.edu/science-math-course-requirements for a list of science majors and minors that are exempt from the HC 207/209 science
requirement.
4 Visit https://honors.uoregon.edu/science-math-course-requirements to view the CHC’s math and science requirements. Students may take classes that fulfill
this requirement at any point during their undergraduate studies, but it is best to complete this requirement during the first two years of study, if possible.
5
All incoming CHC freshmen take a one-credit CHIP (Clark Honors Introductory Program) class. Students admitted during winter term are excused from the CHIP
requirement. The CHIP is optional for transfer students admitted for fall term. Visit https://honors.uoregon.edu/clark-honors-introductory-program-chipcourse-requirements for details.
6 The HC 223/233 research class may be taken either at the end of the first or second year, though students are highly encouraged to take this class at the end
of the second year.
7 The CHC’s second language requirement differs from the regular university’s language requirement. In the CHC, the second language is waived only if the
student’s major requires 90 or more credits of coursework leading to a B.S. (for details regarding the CHC’s second language requirement, visit
https://honors.uoregon.edu/second-language-course-requirements).
8 HC 408: Thesis Orientation is not required, but students are encouraged to take it at the end of the second year for an introduction to the thesis process.
9 The five required colloquia may be taken in any order during a student’s third and fourth years. Students may also take multicultural colloquia (numbered HC
424, 434, and/or 444) to satisfy UO’s multicultural requirement. Visit https://honors.uoregon.edu/colloquia-course-requirements for more information.
10 HC 477: Thesis Prospectus is required, and it is typically taken at the end of a student’s third year, but may be taken as late as fall of year four (assuming a
spring term defense during the fourth year). Visit https://honors.uoregon.edu/thesis-course-requirements for more information about the thesis requirement.

